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In the shiny corridors of the Xavier Academy, mutants wondered in crowds as the lectures for the day 

came to a close. The bell rang out loud as students from evening classes packed the corridor as they 

casually returned to their dorms. In the safety provided by the great professor Xavier, students, teachers 

and even the cleaners felt safe from the threat the outside world possessed. It was half an hour after 

class ended that the cleaners began emerging to give the academy a nice thorough clean. It would take 

them several hours of tirelessly washing the floors, ceiling and walls. The hygiene of the academy was 

paramount, the smell was of fresh air freshener that hid away the scent of the mutants. The hot heating 

of the evening shielded the occupants from the cool weather outside, students and tutors alike felt their 

athletic and muscular bodies sweat as they wondered the academy.  It was on this normal evening that 

The Beast unleashed himself for the very first time. 

 

Charles Xavier, a powerful telepath, outmatched by the plethora of abilities mutants possessed. It was 

through the recruitment of Charles, that Hank, The Blue Beast of the X-men began teaching pupils how 

to fight and fend off other mutants.. These were dark days even before the war with Magneto, a 

powerful adversary who believed mutants should rule over humans. It was during these fragile peaceful 

times that the academy had to take special security measures to deal with espionage and spies. While 

Magneto had not yet threatened to declare war on humanity, everyone was on edge, especially Hank. 

 

In the intelligence section of the academy, Hank, a blue hulking beast with a very muscular body, walked 

along the corridor with determination and confidence. His shoulders swayed as he was on his regular 

security patrol of the interior of the academy. While it was boring work, Hank made the most of it by 

flirting with the students when he was left alone with them. The Beast flexed his muscles as he walked 

past some students who gazed up at the monster with admiration. The sweat drooled down his face as 

his pearly white fangs gave way to a toothy grin as two female mutants fluttered from embarrassment 

and a few homosexual males quickly hid their growing bulges from sight. 

“That’s enough now students. It’s getting late now! Off to your dorms!” Hank grinned, despite his 

enormous bulge on display. He was not shy or embarrassed of his large endowment, why should he be? 

The students loved it. “H-Hank?” One of the males stuttered shyly.  

“Yes my boy? What is it?” Hank turned, gazing down his muscular pectorals as his gaze met the poor 

boys. Pinning the boy to the wall with his muscles and bulge as the boy was stuck completely.  

“I saw someone in the systems room. They didn’t look like the maintenance guy e-either.” The boy 

squirmed, twiddling his thumbs together as he blushed brightly. His greedy eyes gazed at the hulking 

body of the blue beast as his eyes wondered across the beast’s body and into the bulge that threatened 

to pin his face to the wall.  

“I wouldn’t be surprised if it was one of you students nosing around in there again.” Huffed Hank, rolling 

his eyes at the prospect of another student trying to access data to pass the mundane theory exams.  

“I’ll go check it out. It’s late now and you should all return to your dorms.” 

“Y-Yes sir” The small mutant replied, shuffling against the wall and sliding away from The Beast as he 

narrowly avoided the thick bulge in Hank’s pants. The rest of the students began departing as The Beast 

became further aroused, the last time a student came into that systems room the student was unable to 
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walk for another week.  As the previously congested hall was now quiet, Hank walked up to the door 

marked as ‘SECURITY ROOM, PERSONNEL ONLY’. The beast stroked his chin and took off his glasses, 

flapping his clothing as he felt the heating stroke his fur. 

“What was this blasted combination again” Grumbled Hank. The Beast fondled his bulge as the blue 

monster was sexually frustrated for the last week. Unable to get time alone as tensions rose between 

the humans and mutants. Keeping him busy and away from his regular masturbation periods which kept 

him so focused. With Xavier also keeping a close eye on him, it was hard for Hank to get a lot of alone 

time with the students. As many were fucked, raped and cock vored, never to be seen again. A few 

students had reportedly left the academy due to Hanks sexual deviancy. With Xavier having strong 

words with Hank, it was now difficult with security cameras all around. This security room was the only 

room without any cameras besides his own bedroom, and even then, he would not be surprised if that 

was bugged too. 

 

“1-1-3-4?” Hank muttered, confused as he had genuinely forgot a four digit number lock. This was not 

like him at all. Despite his brutish attitude, Hank was very intelligent, always dabbling in some sort of 

science or human politics as he acted as an envoy for the mutants. All hank could think about, was sex. 

His bulge thickened as the fabric stretched, beginning to tear as the horny beast wanted to sniff out the 

little student in the room and fuck him good. As he fumbled with the lock, sparks suddenly began 

emitting and boxes full of cables and other electrical equipment began falling, loud sounds emitted 

through the steel shutter door as The Beast cursed to himself and slammed his fist into the dial. 

Frustrated as he knew the only way to get through was to slam straight through the door. Walking back 

a few meters, The Beast took a running start into the door as he slammed his entire body through the 

door. The door collapsed from his weight and was thrown off the hinges as the door slammed into the 

floor. Whoever it was inside, was clearly in a lot of shit now.  

“I know you’re in here….” Beast snarled, sniffing as he blinked in surprise. It was not a mutant smell. But 

a human. “…Human…” A small six foot human came out from hiding underneath a computer desk as the 

12ft Beast towered over him. Grinning widely as he began walking into the human, using his impressive 

bulge to barge him to the closest wall.  

“P-Please don’t hurt me!” He stuttered, almost tripping back onto himself as he swiped away keyboards, 

mouse’s and anything else that obstructed himself. Never turning away from the blue Hulk, his little 

eyes gazed up to Hank’s lustful eyes, fear churned in the human’s gut as his heart raced. The human felt 

the ‘thud’ as his back was fully pressed up into a wall, the beast now fully pressed his rock hard bulge 

against the face of the human. Painfully pinning him into place between his rock hard cock and the cold 

steel of the wall.  

“What are you doing here Human!” He demanded, smearing his bulge in smooth circular motions into 

the human’s skull. The little meat bag wheezed and gagged from the musk of the Beast’s bulge. 

“I….” hesitated the human. The beast pressed his bulge even harder into the humans face as his nose 

was buried nicely into the shaft. The Beast arrogantly rested his claws on his hips and grinned down 

eagerly. “Augh! Fine!” The human muffled, his breathing became shallower as he was humiliated like 

the little bitch he was. The small man attempted to throw his arms about, struggling and squirming as 

his arms even pushed up into the bulge, barely barging them as the man felt cold tears of sweat ran 

down his brow.  

“I was sent here by Magneto…To collect data on students who were vanishing.” Mumbled the human. 

The beast grinned widely in amusement, looking around as this was what he exactly needed. Slamming 
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his enormous fist into the human’s abdominals, the human curled up into the ball on the ground as he 

gasped in pain. Hank stomped on over to the door, taking merely moments to fix it using the 

maintenance tools as he locked the both of them inside. Shortly returning to the human who was now 

sat on top of a table as he slowly caught his breath back. The Beast grabbed him by the throat and 

brought him face to face, Hank stared into the soul of the pathetic human as his erection could no 

longer take it.  

“Looks like we have got a spy then” Snarled the Beast, licking the human’s neck and growling darkly into 

his ear.  

“I-I don’t want to die!” Squealed the man, desperately trying to push the muscular torso of the Beast 

away as Hank forced the man on his knees.  

Slowly undoing his zipper, The Beast teased the human slave as he unshackled his belt, his fangs glared 

out as Hank gave a sinister grin, “Oh you won’t die straight away. But you are gonna be my little bitch, 

human. And no one’s around to save you….” Hank then continued, taking in the moment as he pulled his 

pants around his thighs and his massive veiny blue member slapped onto his thigh. Feeling the fresh air 

come to his erection, Hank groped the base with his huge fist, rubbing his cock tip onto the human’s lips. 

“Taste it. Slut.”  

The man in his mid-thirties squirmed, trying to turn his head away as the enormous beast had his way 

with him. Reaching around to the back of his head, Beast rammed the fragile human skull down the 

entire length of his dick. Growling out lustfully, Hank began losing control of his horny emotions, “AH! 

THAT’S THE SPIRIT BOY!” The human felt his throat bulge as his wind pipe squeezed around the massive 

member. The human chocked on the dick with every pulse of the penis resonating in his body, his 

tongue forced to lick the undershaft nicely.  

“Hmm! HMMPH!” The human muffled, his eyes squinting as his cheeks bloated. The spy attempted to 

push the pelvis of The Beast away but instead groped on the massive testicles and massaged them. Hank 

felt his blood pulse into his erection, his mind melted from his civilized state to his more primal lustful 

self. Feeling the perky lips of the human kiss the base of his cock, the monster began to skull fuck him as 

his cock pile drived him. With only one hand, Hank dominated the entire human as he easily 

outmatched him in brute strength. The soft suckling sound emitted in the air, quietness began to return 

as the eerie silence was only broken by the blowjob the human gave. The Beast hissed like a snake as his 

muscles flexed, he began to feel himself grow as he almost ripped the human apart from the inside.  

 

“Hnngh! Looks like you’ve done it this time Human! Now you’re in for a –real- treat!” Panted The Beast, 

feeling his cock unlodged itself from the human throat as it popped out. 

The spy felt himself blushing fully red, his cheeks painfully tingling as he coughed up some pre-cum as 

Hank’s member stood up coated with saliva.  

“W-What the…” The spy panted, witnessing the growth of The Beast as his size grew into a more vicious 

size-play role. The penis the human was just gouged on, was as large as himself now and he crawled 

backwards to avoid being crushed by the growth of the monster. Equipment was slammed aside by the 

primitive beast as his cock urged for the human. “I-I got to get out of here!” The human squeaked, 

picking himself up as he attempted to run. Almost instantly the large palm of The Beast slammed the 

human into the ground like a flyswatter as the human faced up and saw the overhead penis embedding 

him in its shadow. 

Picking up the human by his legs, The Beast carefully plucked his twig-like legs between his fingers as he 

held him upside down, his nostrils huffed steam as he snorted, “Now let’s have some fun. Human…No 
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one will ever know you existed!” Before the human could even scream, a large finger wrapped around 

the human’s skull as the nodule of the thumb pressed down into the face. Squeezing it painfully to the 

point of splattering him, the monster had to dexterously keep his cock-toy alive as he lowered him 

slowly to the massive urethra.  

With the horny beast was about to cock vore him, he unsealed his lips and watched as the pathetic 

human begged, “P-PLEASE! I DON’T WANT TO DIE!” Cried the human. His legs flaying chaotically as the 

glowing red eyes of Hank stared into his soul. The only response the human ever got was the large blue 

lips peeling apart to reveal a sinister and deathly grin. With the human flaying about, the potent musk of 

The Beast travelled across the room, the enormous cock-head of the monster throbbed as the hammer-

head prepared for its meal. “N-NOOOOO---“The human cried. 

Hank ignored the rest of the human cries as his dark growl resonated across the academy. 

“Aaaaaaaaaah….FUCK!” He growled. Feeling the spaghetti like legs of the human fit nicely into the 

urethra. Hank closed his eyes and tilted his head back as he experienced the orgasmic sensation. Feeling 

the human squirm as he kept growing, the roof of the room caving in on Hank’s back as his rippled 

muscular body flexed with raw power. The room became humid with sweat as the smell mixed with 

musk. The Beast lowered the human slowly into the awaiting urethra. Starting with the feet and all the 

way up to the shoulders as the massive chasm of the urethra held him in place. The massive cock-tip 

throbbed all around the humans head as he squirmed and begged out for mercy. The dark blue 

hammerhead shaft pulsed and sent the power of the Beasts cock through the human. The blue shaft 

protruded with veins as Hank began masturbating. Feeling his testicles slam into a desk and completely 

crush it beneath its weight, the rippled thighs dug into the concrete ground, ripping away the tiles of the 

shiny floor. Beast was in a state of complete ecstasy, shuddering as his large orbs slapped into his thighs 

as Hank aggressively jerked off. His thick foreskin peeling backwards and forwards as the monster let out 

a low emitted growl.  

“Ah….” Hank squirmed. Squeezing his shaft and pumping his cock as his fist clapped against his pelvis, 

stroking the enormous length of his penis as the girth absorbed the human inside. “Squirm pathetic little 

human…” Hank grunted. Opening his lustful eyes, he flicked his tongue out at the little humans whose 

head was slowly vanishing into the darkness of the Urethra.  

“I-I’ll do anything! Please! I’m begging for my life! Just tell me what you want!” The human cried out, his 

head facing straight up into the glowing red eyes of the monster as he sobbed. 

Hank grinned and pumped his shaft teasingly, muttering down to the little worm, “Oh you’ll do 

whatever I want regardless. You’ll do anything I want huh?”  

“Y-Yes! Anything!”  

Hank grinned and licked his lips, the thought of the human begging so pathetically greatly pleased him. 

It was almost as good as cock voring itself. Almost. Hank’s mind melted and flooded with an entirely evil 

entity, his lust flooded through his body as his blood boiled and his nostrils flared. Arrogantly flexing his 

pectorals, the human felt Hanks breath wash over his cock as the monster darkly grunted “Then you’ll 

die….” 

Before the spy could even scream, Hank winked at the human. The spy’s entire world grew into obscure 

darkness. The human felt his body covered completely in precum as the large blue index finger down 

into his urethra. Plunging the spy deep into his gargantuan penis, the squirming sensation of the frantic 

little meat bag massaged the most sensual nerves. Hank orgasmed loudly as he relaxed into more of the 

sensitive data pods that housed top secret information of Xavier Academy, destroying them in his lust as 

he was completely unaware of the destruction caused by his growth. Hank felt his fur breeze as the air 
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conditioning came on, cooling him down as he vigorously wanked. As the human travelled down further 

and further into the cock, Hank noticed the human shape embedded into his shaft as his gigantic fist 

clenched around the pitiful spy and squeezed. Sending the spy back into the narrow shaft as the velvet 

creamy walls soaked the spy entirely, the masturbation sending him into a panic as he struggled and 

squirmed even more for the orgasmic sensation Hank experienced.  Grinning widely to himself, Hank felt 

his pre-cum build up as he licked his fang and felt his pre-cum rush up his cock. The human became 

drenched with his seman, acting like a plug in the cock as the pressure built up inside of the penis. The 

monster smashed aside the remainder of the room as his muscular thighs spread out wide, his feet 

stretched outwards as his toes clenched around entire computer screens. With his masturbation, the 

gigantic balls slapped into the ground, pummeling it underneath the enormous weight of the pent-up 

cum inside.  

“M-More….” Hank moaned, ripping off his clothes completely, unaware that his pants were already torn 

to shreds at his dark blue soles. The climax built-up more and more as Hank felt his head bang into the 

wall, pumping his shaft like a shotgun as he felt his ejaculation shoot out thick ropes of seed. Drowning 

the human inside of the cock as he acted as the perfect toy. But The Beast was not done yet, the weak 

squirms of the human still made him shudder as little man fell into the gigantic balls. The sea of cum 

welcomed the man as he splashed into the pools of seman, his weak mind woken as he could taste the 

salty cum.  “T-that’s it human….” Hank grunted through gritted fangs. It was a few moments later and 

the monster could feel the weak thuds against the walls of his balls, looking down between his legs. He 

spotted the weak figure of the human stretching out of his huge balls as a giant claw groped and 

massaged the little man into place. “Fuck. You’re a good boy aren’t you…?” The Beast rumbled down, 

licking his lips as his eyes gazed down at his balls. 

 

Inside of the testicles, the sea of cum began rising. The burning sensation painful as he was liquidized. 

The spy began crawling up the wall as he begged, sobbing sadly as the man began liquating into the cum 

of Hank. The spy tried to climb the testicle like a climbing wall, fighting for his life as the monster cooed 

and jiggled his balls in his open palm. Giving the human a helping hand to his death, the spy fell back 

down directly into the ocean of seman. The human began drowning in the sticky salty sea as he cried out 

in pain, losing control of his legs as he felt himself being digested alive by the awfully humiliating and 

torturous testicles as he felt like a single droplet. Reaching out a hand for a savior, no one was able to 

save him as the man drowned, bubbles of oxygen were the only remaining. The cries echoed across the 

large chambers of the balls as the spy felt the ocean vibrate with the rumbles of The Beast above.  

 

Up above, Hank held his load for destroying this room entirely. The beast sneered and grunted as the 

weak walls around him struggled to keep him locked up. Cracks formed along the wall as minor tremors 

erupted, lights flickered on and off as all the students and Xavier himself were woken up. Confused at 

what was happening, students looked at one another as the evacuation alarm sounded. Meanwhile, in 

the Security room, The Beast shuddered continued to jerk off nice and hard. Hank felt the man melt 

miserably into his load, causing a glutton growl to emit as Hank roared. The monster squeezed his 

testicles firmly and felt the little man splatter into the sea, as he was added to the bulky load of his balls. 

With his balls so heavy from his cock vored prey, the beast lightly massaged his balls with his thick palms 

as the digested human mixed with the sea. The giant cock coughed up seman as the finale was finally 

here. With so much cum to release, the beast felt his cock become even more sensitive. Edging himself 

with the death of the human, Hank grunted “That’s it. Hnngh….Pathetic little spy! Nothing more than a 
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toy….” Teasing himself to an orgasm, Hank orgasmed as his balls became swollen and squeezed 

between the large mountains of muscles that the thighs formed into. 

With his triumphant orgasm, Hank roared as loud as he could, his defiant victory over the weak and 

defenseless human spy, “HNGGGH! FUUUUCK!” Panting and huffing, Hank felt his face blush as he 

smashed his head into the wall. His cock blew out gallons of cum where the smell of musk and sweat 

became potent, causing a humid heatwave of masculinity. Hank aimed his rock hard cock and shot his 

seman all over the room. The hot humid heat of his seman melting the architecture as the giant blue 

balls slowly deflated, an ocean of seman pumped through the veins along his giant cock. The massive 

dark blue hammerhead pulsed with pent-up seed as his penis shot out like a fire hydrant, his urethra like 

a new weapon of mass destruction as everything around him was left decimated. Even while 

experiencing his orgasm, Hank continued to pump his cock as the room was drenched in thick hot cum. 

The whole academy shook from the orgasm Hank experienced as the fire alarms automatically came 

into place alongside the evacuation alarm, water sprinklers cooled the monster down as everyone 

evacuated the building. The monster relaxed in the havoc he created as he folded his muscular arms 

behind his head, the monster felt the last of his thick cum spray over himself. Hank’s mind thought 

about the human digestion as he sniggered at the cruelty of his lustful state. Closing his eyes from his 

orgasmic cumshots, Hank grinned as he sadistically teased the human that was now shot all over the 

walls. “Look at what a mess you made. Human. How pathetic you little men are.  This is what you get 

when you unleash the beast.” 

 

 

 


